
Padre Parents Meeting 
January 9, 2020 

 
Present:  Vivi Fenwick, Boryana Griffin, Lisa Morgan, Murial Lin, Kath Uyeda, Molly McRae, Pete 
Chavez, Emily Frew, Kris Gibbs, Robyn Rauh 
 
 
Board Positions for next year – Lisa Morgan 
Three board members have one more year on the board after this year.  We need to backfill 
these positions. Anyone interested can work with them to get trained and ready for the 
positions. It was also noted that the Social Media Coordinator is leaving at the end of the year 
and the Board will need someone to fill that position for 2020-2021. 
 
LinkCrew 
Currently recruiting for LinkCrew members for next year.  Sophomores and Juniors are invited 
to apply for leadership positions for next year.  New applicants complete an application and 
group interview.  Current LinkCrew members submit a video.  50 are selected.  Freshmen can 
be part of the A team to help. 
 
Applications are due at the end of January, which is earlier than years past.  Dates that they are 
required to attend for meetings and events is listed on the application. 
 
Aubrey Powers - Leadership 
Leadership Class Final focused on a personal assessment and audit of the semester.  They 
determined they want to focus on more social media outreach, reminders, and better 
communication from the Class Presidents to their classes. They want to advertise in more areas 
where parents will see the information so there is more outreach. 
 
Winter Formal is scheduled for February 8, 2020 at the Monterey Conference Center.  Principal 
Lyons added that students are not contained and can leave early.  The event starts at 7:30 PM 
and ends at 11:00 PM. Students are asked to not enter and then immediately leave. They will 
be asked to stay for at least half the event.  Cost is $20 before the event and $25 at the door.  
Tickets will go on sale the Friday before. Aubrey reminded everyone that it is the same 
weekend as AT&T and it may be busy downtown; if students are going out to dinner in the area, 
they may want to make reservations now. 
 
Senior meeting will be on January 24, 2020. 
 
Student of the Month has been appreciated. They are looking for ways to recognize students 
more. 
 
Principal Lyons 



January’s focus is on schedules for next year.  Meetings are started with 8th graders, incoming 
freshmen.  Incoming Junior and Seniors have more choice points.  Scheduling information will 
be going home in February. Course catalogs are online – there will be no hard copies. 
Seniors – looking for ways to celebrate them as they are hearing from schools.  They are 
encouraged to share where they applied to and where they decide to go.  The school wants to 
compile the information and not focus on just celebrating elite schools. 
 
New check-in systems (Raptor) – all visitors should check in at the kiosk in the administration 
building. The first time, it will ask for a photo ID (required the first time) and some additional 
information. After this initial sign-in, check-in will be faster and just required signing in.   This is 
not required for Padre Parents meetings, but for meetings on campus.  There is no check-out 
process. This is for added security and knowledge of who is on campus. 
 
AB 328 (later start times) – Requires high school start no earlier than 8:30 AM.  There are 
specific start time requirements for elementary and middle schools.  The school is starting 
conversations now with various district departments (transportation/maintenance), teachers 
and will include parents.  There are already discussions and/or thoughts around transportation 
schedules, transportation alternatives, athletics, instructional format, schedule format. They 
are considering the campus culture, support needed for students at earlier and later times, 
homework (how much, the nature and purpose).   
 
There will be a variety of pilot schedules to get student feedback with a focus on what is the 
most effective format and schedule for effective learning.  Input from parents will also be 
sought. 
 
Schools must adhere to the new schedule requirement by the 2022-2023 academic year.  CHS 
will aim to implement in the 2021 – 2022 academic year to have time to adjust and work out 
any issues. 
 
Some challenges for our district include having students farther out in Big Sur and Cachagua.  
There is also a shortage of bus drivers so extra buses may not be an option. 
 
Additional questions/topics 
Dress codes - A question came up about whether there are any dress code changes in process. 
Principal Lyons noted that there were no formal changes.  This is typically led by the Site 
Leadership Team.  He noted that the policy is punitive towards females and may need to be 
more gender neutral. 
 
Sober Grad – there is some concern that there is a strong and repetitive nature about the 
dangers of drinking and driving and driving under the influence.  The concern is that it is too 
much and needs to be balanced with what they are looking forward to.  What seems to be a 
drop in the interest in students coming to the Minute Parties could be from the strong 
messaging about statistics and dangers.   


